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Introduction
The multiple view geometry is very important for describing the relationship between images taken from multiple cameras and for recovering 3D geometry from images [1]- [8] .
In the traditional multiple view geometry, projection from a 3D space to 2D images has been assumed [3] . However, the traditional multiple view geometry is limited to the case where enough number of corresponding points are visible from a static configuration of multiple cameras. Recently, some efforts to extend the multiple view geometry to more general point-camera configurations have been made [9]- [14] . Wolf et al. [13] studied the multiple view geometry of projections from an N dimensional space to 2D images and showed that it can be used to describe the relationship among multiple views obtained from moving cameras and points which move on straight lines with a constant speed. Thus, motions of objects are limited. Hayakawa et al. [14] proposed multiple view geometry in space-time, which makes it possible to describe the relationship among multiple views derived from translational cameras and nonrigid arbitrary motions. However, their multiple view geometry assumes afpine projection, which is an ideal model and cannot be applied if we have strong perspective distortions in images. In this paper we introduce multiple view geometry under the projective projection from 4D space to 2D space and show that this universal model can represent multiple view geometry in the case where non-rigid arbitrary motions are viewed from multiple translational projective cameras. We first analyze the multiple view geometry of projections from 4D to 2D and show that we obtain multilin-ear relationships among up to 5 views unlike the traditional multilinear relationships. The three view, four view, and five view geometries are studied extensively, and new trilinear, quadrilinear and quintilinear relationships under projective projection from 4D space to 2D space are presented. We next show that the newly defined multiple view geometry can be used for describing the relationship among images of non-rigid motions viewed from multiple translational cameras. We also show that it is very useful for generating images of non-rigid object motions viewed from arbitrary translational cameras.
Projective Projection from 4D to 2D
We first consider projective projection from 4D space to 2D space. This projection is used to describe the relationship between the real space-time and 2D images, and for analyzing the multiple view geometry under space-time projections. Let X=[X1, X2, X3, X4, X5]T be the homogeneous coordinates of a 4D space point. It is projected to a point in a 2D space, whose homogeneous coordinates are represented by x=[x1, x2, x3]T. Then, the extended projective projection from X to x can be described as follows:
where (•`) denotes equality up to a scale, and P denotes the following 3•~5 matrix:
From (1), we find that the extended projective camera, P, has 14 DOF. In the next section, we consider the multiple view geometry of the extended projective cameras.
Projective Multiple View Geometry from 4D to 2D
From ( The quadrifocal tensor Qlmni is defined by:
where ai, bi, ci and di denote the ith row of P, P', P" and P"' respectively. The quadrifocal tensor Qlmni has 81 entries. Table  3 .
Five View Geometry
Similarly, the five view geometry can also be derived for the extended projective cameras.
The quintilinear constraint is expressed as follows:
where Rlmnfg is the quintifocal tensor (five view tensor) whose form is represented as follows: (13) where ai, bi, ci, di and ei denote the ith row of P, P', P", P"' and P"" respectively. The quintifocal tensor Rlmnfg has 243 entries. If the extended cameras are projective as shown in (1), we have only 242 free parameters in Rlmnfg except a scale. On the other hand, (12) provides us 243 linear equations on Rlmnfg, but only 32 of them are linearly independent, that can be proved in the same manner with the three-view case. However, it turns out that there exists a linear dependency among the 64 constraints obtained for two different corresponding points. Therefore, the set of equations (12) derived from a set of N general point correspondences across five views has rank 32N-NC2. Thus for 8 points there are only 228 independent equations, which are not enough to solve for Rlmnfg. For N=9 points, the rank is 32N-NC2=252, and we have enough equations to solve for the 243 entries of Rlmnfg linearly. The number of corresponding points required for computing multifocal tensors is summerized in Table 1 . The quintilinear relationships are given in Table 4 .
Multiple View Geometry for Multiple Moving Cameras
Let us consider a single point moving in 3D space. If the Table 4 Quintilinear relations between point and line coordinates in five views. The final column denotes the number of linearly independent equations. Fig. 1 A moving point in 3D space and its projection on the image plas of three translational projective cameras. The multifocal tensor defined nder space-time projection can describe the relationship among these ime projections.
multiple cameras are stationary, we can compute the traditional multifocal tensors [3] from the image motion of this point, and they can be used for constraining image points in arbitrary views and for reconstructing 3D points from images. However, if these cameras are moving independently, the traditional multifocal tensors cannot be computed from the image motion of a single point. Nonetheless, we in this section show that if the camera motions are translational as shown in Fig. 1 , the multiple view geometry under extended projective projections can be computed from the image motion of a single point, and they can be used for, for example, generating image motions viewed from arbitrary translational cameras.
We first show that the extended projective cameras shown in (1) can be used for describing non-rigid object motions viewed from stationary multiple cameras.We next show that this camera model can also be used for describing non-rigid object motions viewed from multiple cameras with translational motions of constant speed.
The motions of a point, W=[X,Y,Z]T, in the real space can be considered as a set of points, X=[X,Y,Z,T]T, in a 4D space-time where T denotes time and (~) denotes inhomogeneous coordinates. The motions in the real space are projected to images, and can be observed as a set of points, x=[x,y]T. Thus, if we assume projective projections in the space axes, the space-time projections can be described by the extended projective cameras shown in (1). We next show that the multiple view geometry described in Sect. 3 can also be applied for multiple moving cameras. Let us consider a usual projective camera which projects points in 3D to 2D images. If the translational motions of the projective camera are constant, non-rigid motions are projected to images as: image motions observed by camera 1 and 2. Figure 2 (a) , (b) and (c) show image motions of a single moving point in translational camera 1, 2, and 3 respectively. The trifocal tensor is computed from 13 points on the image motions in three views. These are shown by white points in Fig. 2 (a) , (b) and (c). The extracted trifocal tensor is used for generating image motions in camera 3 from image motions in camera 1 and 2. The white curve in Fig. 3 (a) shows image motions in camera 3 generated from the extended trifocal tensor, and the black curve shows the real image motions viewed from camera 3. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) , the generated image motions almost coincide with the original complex image motions even if these three cameras undergo unknown translational motions. To show the advantage of the extended trifocal tensor, we also show image motions generated from the traditional trifocal tensor, that is, trifocal tensor defined for projections from 3D space to 2D space. From the former 13 points, seven points are chosen as corresponding points in three views for computing the traditional projective trifocal tensor. The image motion in camera 3 generated from the image motions in camera 1 and 2 by using the extracted traditional trifocal tensor is shown by the white curve in Fig. 3 (b) . As shown in Fig. 3 (b) , the generated image motion is very different from the real image motion, which is shown by the black curve as we expected, and thus we find that the traditional multiple view geometry cannot describe such general situations, while the proposed multiple view geometry can, as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . We show three other examples of single point motion. In Fig. 4, (ai) , (bi) and (ci) show three views of the ith motion. The 13 white points in each image are corresponding points used for computing the trifocal tensor. Note that these three cameras are translating with different speeds and in different directions. The white curve in (di) shows image motions computed by the extended trifocal tensor in camera Fig. 3 Image motion in the image plane of camera 3 recovered from the extended trifocal tensor and the traditional trifocal tensor. The white curve in (a) shows image motions computed from the extended trifocal tensor, and the black curve shows real image motions observed by camera 3. Figure  (b) shows those computed using the tiaditional trifocal tensor. The 13 black points in (a) and 7 black points in (b) show points used for computing the trifocal tensors.
3, and the black curve shows real image motions observed in camera 3. The 13 black points in (di) show points used for computing the trifocal tensor. As we can see, the trifocal tensor defined under space-time projective projections can be derived from arbitrary single point motions viewed from the 3 cameras with arbitrary translational motions, and they are practical for generating images of single point motions viewed from translational cameras.
Next we show the results from multiple point motions. In Fig. 5, (ai) , (bi) and (ci) show three views of the ith motion. The white curve and the black curve represent two different image motions. The six white points on the white curve and the seven black points on the black curve in each image are corresponding points used for computing the tri focal tensor. Note that these three cameras are translating with different speeds and in different directions. The white curve in (di) shows image motions computed by the extended trifocal tensor in camera 3, and the black curve shows real image motions observed by camera 3. The 13 black points in (di) show points used for computing the trifocal tensor. According to these experiments, we found that the extended multifocal tensors can be derived from non-rigid object motions viewed from multiple cameras in arbitrary translational motions, and they are useful for generating images of non-rigid object motions viewed from cameras in arbitrary translational motions. Figures (ai) , (bi) and () show three views of the zth motion. The 13 white points in each ime are coriesponding points used for computing the trifocal tensor. Note tt these three cameras are translating with different speeds and in differt directions. The white curve in (di) shows image motions computed by te extended trifocal tensor, and the black curve shows real image motis observed by cameia 3. The 13 black points in (di) show points used fr computing the trifocal tensor.
Stability Evaluation
We next show the stability of the extracted trifocal tensors under space-time projection. Figure 6 shows a 3D configuration of three moving cameras and one moving point. The black points show the viewpoints of the three cameras, C1, C2 and C3, before translational motions, and the white points show their viewpoints after their translational motions. The translational motions of these three cameras are different and unknown. The black curve shows a locus of a freely moving point. For evaluating the extracted trifocal tensors, we computed reprojection error using the trifocal tensors. The reprojection error is defined as follows:
where d(mi,mi) denotes the distance between the true point mi and a point mi computed by the trifocal tensor.
We increased the number of corresponding points for computing trifocal tensors in three views from 13 to 25 and evaluated the reprojection errors. Gaussian noise of standard deviation 1 pixel is added to each image. Figure 7 Multiple point motion experiments. Figures (ai) , (bi) and (ci) show three views of the ith motion. The white curve and the black curve represent two different image motions. The six white points on the white curve and the seven black points on the black curve in each image are corresponding points used for computing the trifocal tensor. Note that these three cameras are translating with different speeds and in different directions. The white curve in (di) shows image motions computed by the extended trifocal tensor, and the black curve shows real image motions observed in the image plane of camera 3. The 13 black points in (di) show points used for computing the trifocal tensor. Fig. 6 Three translating cameras and a moving point in the 3D spe. The black points show the viewpoints of three cameras before translatiol motions, and the white points show those after the translational motis.
shows the relationship between the number of corresponding points and the reprojection error. As we can see, the stability is clearly improved by using more points than the Fig. 7 The 
